For Immediate Release 13h May 2013
Chelsea Technologies Ltd and Find it EZ Software Corp.
Announce a Strategic Partnership
Auckland, New Zealand Today Find it EZ Software and Chelsea Technologies announced a
strategic partnership to bring a beneficial tool to the SAP Crystal Reports community of
developers and administrators.
The partnership with Find it EZ enhances the Chelsea suite of products by adding an innovative
new Crystal Reports change management search & documentation tool called cView Search.
The cView line currently includes over 20 Crystal Reports utilities, including reports scheduling,
delivery, viewing, database manipulation, UFLs to increase Crystal functionality and a niche
product, cViewIMAGE which provides dynamic image retrieval from a network folder instead of
the database.
“Find it EZ is committed to improving business intelligence, database analysis and development
processes with the world's first fully integrated software change management tool. It's
productivity software for developers, by developers who know their pain!” said Ken
Gnazdowsky, co-founder and CEO of Find it EZ Software Corp. “Our relationship with Chelsea
Technologies allows us to extend our market reach with an established industry leader
specializing in one of our core supported technologies, SAP Crystal Reports. cView Search will
be powered by our Microsoft award winning software search engine, and is a perfect
complement to the cView line.”
“cView Search is a powerful search and impact analysis tool to assist report designers.” said
Mo Naughton, Director, Chelsea Technologies Ltd.“Teaming up with Find it EZ will allow us to
enhance our comprehensive suite of Crystal Reports utilities and enable users of our products to
find information speedily from their data sources.”
For more information:


visit www.chelseatech.co.nz/cViewSearch.htm



or visit www.finditez.com. Follow Find it EZ on Twitter at @FinditEZ

Download a free, fully functional 14-day trial: cViewSearch
--END-Products or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners.
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About Chelsea Technologies Ltd.
Chelsea Technologies Ltd is a software development and training company specializing in SAP
Crystal Reports. We love the product and have found many ways to enhance the user experience
by providing schedulers, viewers and many simple-to-use utilities. Many of these were suggested
by students attending our Crystal courses.

About Find it EZ Software Corp.
Find it EZ Software Corp. is a software development tool vendor with headquarters in the heart
of the Silicon Vineyard, Kelowna, BC, Canada ... home of Club Penguin and Disney Online
Studios. Find it EZ was founded in 2010 as a spin-out of Bits n' Bytes Software Inc. with
customers throughout the USA, UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand who depend on its
automated change impact analysis software. Find it EZ is an award winning global leader in
productivity software for developers.
Whenever changes are planned or made to the underlying database in any software application, it
can be a challenge to find all referenced code that can be affected. Normally, each software layer
or programming language would require time-consuming and disconnected analysis with a
variety of tools. Find it EZ provides a full 360 degree view of the entire code-stack in a single
pass. Search and document Crystal Reports, SSRS, SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL, Excel and
more for complete change dependency analysis with just one integrated tool.
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